
 
Approved Products 

 
The sale of unapproved products has not been an issue for our group before.  However, in the last couple of weeks we 

have had multiple transactions that needed to be reversed because the product was not on Securities America’s 

approved product list.  Corrective action has cost affected reps from $400-$800 so we’d like everyone to take a few 

minutes for a review. 

Under the home page menu for Products & Research you will find Approved Products. 

 

The very first link will take you to a page that requires you to select a Category to filter the data.  You can enter a 

product sponsor in the Search box on the right to further narrow your results.  You can then select Export next to the 

original Category drop down if you want all the data on a spreadsheet.  If you prefer to just view it within the window 

there are a couple of items to note.  The default display is 25 lines but if you go to the bottom left you will have an 

option to view 25, 50, etc. or ALL.  If you select ALL you can then shuffle the display by hitting a heading.  For example, if 

you want to review the products listed on a specific application to verify which are eligible for selection you can 

alphabetize the listing by selecting Name heading to make it easier to verify the options listed on the application. 

If you have a specific product or fund that you want to verify you can simply drop that info into the Search field. 

As noted, this page does not give you access to approved products for Employer Retirement Plans, Fixed Income, Fixed 

Insurance, Structured Products, and 529 Plans.  To view these respective lists you will have to scroll down the initial 

Approved Products page.  You can also scroll down the page for any categories that are captured within this first link.  

Some of these will open a PDF, others will be excel spreadsheets.   

Why do you need to check these lists?  Just because a product appears to be available, does not mean you can actually 

sell it.  For example, recent issues have occurred because: 

Rep entered a brokerage trade for an unapproved product and the system did not generate an error message, 

alerting them to the fact that it was an unapproved product.  When these are identified by compliance, if there is a gain 

in the position at the time of correction the client gets the benefit of the growth.  If there is a loss in the position at the 

time of correction the rep is responsible for the loss. 

Rep completed an application for a Simple participant with a mutual fund company and selected one of the funds 

available on the application.  However, that particular fund is not on the approved products list so they are currently in 



the process of determining what documentation the mutual fund company will request to undo the initial transaction to 

reallocate to another available fund that is on the approved list. 

You work hard enough to earn what amounts to pennies on some transactions.  Take the time to verify product 

availability before executing transactions so you don’t negate your earnings. 

 


